MAY EMIS CHANGE CONFERENCE CALL AGENDA

FY16 EMIS Changes

- Retained Status Element Changes:
  - Added one new option - 5- passed alternative but retained
  - Deleting one option - B
  - Added clarifying language on “J-L” options- include summer

- Gifted Services Reporting Change- discussion
  - Currently, service information at high level
  - Need to improve calculation of served student FTE
    - FD record?
    - Program Code dates?
    - WEP dates?
    - Service dates on GG record?

- Add new DN Attribute option under the Student Lunch area to indicate:
  - “Does not serve lunch”
  - Update reporting instructions accordingly

- Report participation in the "physical activity pilot" at the school level instead of district level

FY15 Updates:

- 15D Reporting:
  - New Element Added to indicate participation in intra-curricular programs related to the career field
  - Will indicate highest level of participation:
    - Did not participate: **
    - Participated at the Local Level: LC
    - Participated at the Regional Level: RG
    - Participated at the State Level: ST
    - Participated at the National Level: NT

- KRA Error Band score reporting – decimal positions:
  The Score will come from the testing vendor with the score calculated to the hundredths, so they are 3 or 4 digits (e.g., 2.88, 12.48). When reporting this score to EMIS round to the tenths position and as always do not include the decimal point. A score of 2.88 would be reported as 029 and a score of 12.48 would be reported as 125.

- Reporting of Attendance in relation to student percent of time and the new credit calculation for percent of time.